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Jordan Brand will launch in the fall of 2012, a new Jordan Son Of Mars fitness shoes' Olympic ', the toe and heel fit shoes from Air
Jordan 3 classic burst pattern design, mesh material application from Air Jordan 4, in the bottom part and shoelaces can obviously
see comes from Air Jordan 5, the upper is very similar to the Air Jordan 6, the upper laser magic is derived from the Jordan 20 Air.
Color is also used on the Olympic red yellow blue green and black color rings, colorful art shoes will attract your attention, the shoes fit
in the autumn of 2012 after the sale will detonate shoes, love friends can not miss.
2012-4-26 upload and download attachments at 14:26 (166.75 KB) just looked at the NFL x Nike Air Trainer SC High Western
edition; of course, there is no shortage of Eastern versions of the shoes. This NFL joint selection is the classic Nike Air Max 95 shoes
type, and vamp material using seamless design. The color selection still uses the colors of the four teams in the East, starting from
the Super Bowl champion New York giants to the Washington red skin team. These four pairs of shoes make up the Nike x NFL Draft
Pack, which will also be available for sale on April 29th in the United states. If you are a fan of the four teams, don't hesitate!
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